TWO CONVENIENTLY PACKAGED KITS OF EXACTLY THE PRODUCTS YOU WILL NEED FOR EDII
Shopping doesn’t get much easier!

**EDII KIT**
- Leads Lumograph Tube 2B
- Leads Lumograph Tube 2H
- Leads Lumograph Tube HB
- Adjustable Triangle 10”
- Template Metric Circle
- Dusting Brush
- Erasing Shield
- Scale Mech Eng/Arch
- Scale Architecture
- Trace Paper Canary 12” x 50 yd
- Lettering Guide
- Lead Holder 2MM (qty 2)
- Eraser Pencil/Ink Combo
- Pencil HB
- Pencil B
- Pencil 2B
- Pencil 4B
- Lead Pointer
- French Curve 3 pc Set
- Quick Bow W/Ext Bar
- Ruler Metal 6”
- 180 Knife
- Blades For 180 Knife
- Marker Sharpie Black
- Pen V 5 Hi –Tech
- Sharpie Pen Black 2pk
- Moleskine 8.5x5.5 Dot Grid
- Cardboard Portfolio
- Set Square 14” 30/60
- Set Square 14” 45/90
- Aluminum Mitre Box & Saw Kit
- Trace Paper White 24” x 50yd
- Safety Glasses
- Clear Push Pins

**URBAN MEDIA KIT**
- Conte’ Black 2B
- Kneadable Eraser
- 9x12” Sketchbook
- Pencils 2B (qty 4)
- Pencils 4B (qty 2)
- Metal Ruler 24”
- Cutting Mat 18x24
- X-Acto Knife
- Knife L-1 Heavy Duty Cutter
- L1-Knife Blades Heavy Duty
- Pencil Sharpener 2 Hole With Receptacle
- Paper Stomp
- Eraser (qty 3)
- White Glue
- Painters Tape
- Modelling Clay
- Omnigrid Ruler
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*Products and price subject to change without notice.*